Students Reveal Cheating Methods in Poll
Using Cribs, Hiring Substitutes
Admitted to be Systems Used
by Art Grant
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Personal Achievement Trophy

(Editor’s note — This week, T H E N E W H A M P S H IR E pre
sents the second in a series of articles on the widespread cheating
prevalent in University classrooms. In the first article, we covered
the subject “ W ho Is Cheating” ; this week’s is devoted to “ How
Cheating Is Carried On” . Future articles will deal with the “ where,
when and why” of the problem.)
Increasing faculty, administrative, and student support was be
ing m ustered this w eek as student leaders du g deeper into the
cheating situation on campus and came up with som e startling ad
m ission on how various phases o f the menance are n ow being prac
ticed. Students them selves pointed to many illustrations o f the
current form s o f cheating and freely discussed the overall problem
w hich has plagued campus classroom s so heavily this year.

Speak Here Saturday
Tuition Rates Boost;

In N . E . Competition

Due in September

High school debating teams from nine
New England schools will compete here
Saturday at Murkland Auditorium for
numerous awards given annually by the
National Forensic League.
The topic
o f the debates will be ’’ Resolved: That
the American people should reject the
W elfare State.”
The “ Stumpers” and the University
Extension Service are the sponsoring or
ganizations. Phil Smith is chairman of
the student committee, assisted by Mari
lyn Crouch and Janet Towle. Judges
will be from the U N H faculty and mem
bers tof the “ Stumpers” and Prof. Whea
ton’s debate classes.
The debates will be open at 10 :30 a.m.
and the finals will be held at 7 :30 p.m.
There will be 18 competing teams — an
affirmative and negative team from each
of the nine champion schools. Trophies
given by the New England district of
the National Forensic League, will be
presented to winning teams and individ
ual honor speakers.
Competing from New Hampshire will
be Laconia High School, which has won
the Granite State title for the past two
years, and Holderness Academy. Laconia
will be represented by Rich Krasnow and
Paul Decosta. Mrs. Estes is their coach
and also chairman of the New Hampshire
district of the National Forensic League.
The “ Stumpers” will engage in two
rounds of debate against Clark Uni
versity on Friday afternoon. Janet Towle
and Marilyn Crouch, winners of the re
cent campus tournament on the honor
system, will speak for the negative side
on the question of whether or not we
should keep the United Nations or form
a new organization without the benefit
of the Russian bloc.
W oods O’Donnell and Phil Smith,
both of whom won their debates at the
University of Vermont invitational tourn
ament will uphold the affirmative.
The Stumpers intercollegiate debate
will be held on the third floor of T-Hall.
Both the interscholastic championship de
bates and the Stumpers-Clark University
contest are open to the public.

Richard Morse, a Senior majoring in Government, is pictured above re
ceiving The New Hampshire’s Personal Achievement Trophy from Art Grant,
Retiring Editor, and Bob Louttit, editor-in-chief of the campus newspaper.
Morse was named the second recipient of the award at the newspaper’s annual
staff banquet held last Wednesday evening. He was selected for the honor
by the editorial and business boards of the weekly and a committee comprised
of President Robert F. Chandler, Jr., and Mr. Francis E. Robinson, director
of the Office of Public Information.
P h oto 'by Follansbee

Tuition rates are following the general
rise of living costs according to Universi
ty President Robert F. Chandler, Jr. An
increase of $50 per year has been auth
orized by the Board of Trustees. New
Hampshire students will pay $250 a year
and out-of-state students $500 per year
effective September 1951 upon final ap
proval by the national Office of Price
Stablization.
To off-set the tuition hike the amount
allocated to scholarship and tuition grant
funds has been increased. The Board
of Trustees raised the University funds
from $37,500 to $50,000 to effectively
assist worthy students.
The recommendation for the advance in
cost came from an interim commission
authorized by the 1950 special session of
the New Hampshire General Court. The
University Board of Trustees approved
the increase to compensate for the rise
in University expenses. President Chand
ler said, ‘The decision to increase tuition
has been forced upon the University by
increasing cost of all the elements in
cluded in providing high quality educa
tion for New Hampshire’s young men
and women.
The present rate was established in
1949 to combat operational casts. The
dollar evaluation has since been lessen
ing and.the tuition rise inevitable. There
is no evidence of probable decrease in
the immediate future.
Other colleges and universities have
followed the current trend of rising^ costs.
The cost of an education at the Universi
ty of New Hampshire will continue to
be comparatively low in comparison to
equal educational institutions.

Blue Key’s Stunt N igh t Listed for Honor Societies Play
March 16 at New Hampshire Hall Host to 3 .0 Freshmen
Blue Key, honorary senior men’s socie will be 25 cents, the proceeds o f which

the date for its an to go towards the Blue Key Scholarship
This year the show for the most outstanding incoming Jun
evening of March 16 ior.
Chairman Dick Dodge emphasized the
Hall. The admission
fact that all titles and themes for the
skits should be sent or brought to him at
Theta Chi house on or before March 2.
The final tryouts are to' be held on
March 14 and March 15 at New Hamp
shire Hall. If two houses submit similiar ideas the one submitted first will
Betty Johnston — Staff Writer
have preference. The skits are to be no
shorter than 10 minutes long and no
passed
these
hurdles,
there
are
many
who
Many of you have probably at one
longer than 15 minutes and within the
time or another come across the section would prefer to have the guidance of
“canons of good taste.”
in the catalog devoted to the Program of definite courses. Therefore, the Admin
The two main prizes of the night will
Independent Study and have wondered istration feels the program is justified
be two trophies, one awarded for the
what it was all about. An interview even if only one student is enrolled.
with Dean Blewett has revealed that it
T o give you an example of how this best skit presented by the best male
is a new type of education based on the plan works here is an English Lit Major house and the other for the best female
theory that ‘The best education is self- — he comes from a town and wants to presentation. Last year’s winners were
education.’
trace the influence from the town of the Kappa Sigma and Chi Omega.
While" the curricula of a college is same name in England. He must ex
An advance ticket sale will be held so
designed chiefly for the average college amine the literary work, know the plan
that all the students will have an ample
student, the University of New Hamp of work, the sources, etc., and recognize opportunity to purchase the 1000 alloted
shire has developed a special plan of the deficiencies in his background. He
tickets.
A t press time it is believed
study call the College Scholar Program asks permission to audit certain lectures
that the tickets will go on sale at the
designed for those of special capacity which would be helpful. The rest of
Wildcat and the Bookstore.
and performance who would rather pur his time is his own for study at the li
All properties for the shows are to be
sue their education on their own, in the brary, research, and so on.
supplied by the competing houses, while
library or in the laboratory, rather than
Plans were started for this program the lighting effects will be handled by
in the classroom with regular courses.
in 1939 and have progressed to the pres a member of the Stagecraft group.
It is designed for the student who wants
ent plan of study. Students interested
to investigate and take advantage of all
Dodge also wished to make clear the
are required to take some courses, but
possible things there are to explore. It
are limited to a maximum of 12 credits reason why Stunt Night is being held on
is open to those seniors who have a
and a minimum of six credits. It is as early a date as March 16. He said
cumulatvie average of 3.0.
that it is to allow adequate time between
This theory was inaugurated here at hoped by this system to have the student
Stunt Night and Song Fest, a Blue Key
the University two years ago. During follow the plan throughout the year, event to be held later in the year.
instead of taking it for only one semester.
the first year four students took advan
All dormitories, sororities and fraterni
tage of the opportunity, but this year the The success of the plan depends on the
number of interests that are formed from ties are eligible to enter the competition.
number was cut to only two. However,
a
well-developed
desire
for
knowledge.
The tryouts on March 14 and March 15
this is not surprising or even discourag
Last year’s study had very good results are to single out the best 8 acts and to
ing considering the factors involved.
and two of the students who participated insure good entertainment for the entire
There are many reasons for the small
number. In the first place nearly 45 are now in graduate study.
campus.
It is the present group of freshmen and
percent of the students are in prescribed
sophomores
with
fairly
high
averages
curriculums and crowded schedules pre
vent them from utilizing it ; this also who would be the ones to take advan
cuts out those seniors who must practice- tage of this program, and from them the
teach the second semester. Also there interest should increase in snowball
are ‘late bloomers” i.e., those students fashion.
A l l students are respon sible for know ledge
The program is now very active, and
who are late choosing their majors. An
o f N o tices appearing h ere.
additional factor is the war situation it is intended that it should continue.
which makes the program jess popular The idea is thoroughly sound, and Dean
Town Meeting. On T ow n Meeting
as there is a pronounced desire to be do Blewett and the Administration are very
ing something definite with others, rath enthusiastic about and are firmly behind day, Tuesday, March 13, all classes
er than pursuing something alone. Fur it. Any further information may be ob
and laboratories will be excused be
thermore, the prerequisite is a cumulative tained from folders which may be picked
tween 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.
3.0 average, even among those who have up in Dean Blewett’ s office.
ty, has announced
nual Stunt Night.
will be held on the
in New Hampshire

Administration Lauds Liberal A rts
Program of Independent Study

Official Notices

Special 11 p.m. permission has been
granted the freshmen girls invited to
the annual 3.0 Frolic held tonight in
the Alumni R oom of New Hampshire
Hall.
From 8 to 11 p.m., members
of Mortar Board, Senior Skulls, and
Blue K ey will play host to the 120
freshmen who made Dean’s List.
A program of entertainment featur
ing Norma Farrar, her accordian and
voice, and the Theta Chi Quartet has
been slated.
Refreshments will be
served.
Members of the senior honorary
societies planning the 3.0 Frolic are:
Norma Boudette, Betty Green, Jean
M orrison, Norma Farrar, Lois Hayes,
D orothy Breynaert, Pat W ood , Jane
Huckins, and Marie W alker from M or
tar Board; Stillman Clark, Bernie Delman, Frank Penney, and Art Grant
from Blue K ey; A1 H ood, Ken Tufts,
Dick D odge and Bob Gourley from
Senior Skulls.

The greatest amount of cheating ac
cording to the majority of the students
interviewed, occurs on objective type
exams, which are the type used in al
most all of the required curricula courses.
Nearly everyone stated that cheating was
most flagrant in biology, geology and
most of the language courses.
They
pointed out that the abjective exams,
necessitated in these courses by the in
clusiveness of the subject material han
dled, were the objects o f widespread
cheating regardless of the department
conducting them.
Freshmen Often Responsible
Faculty members stated that the large
numbers of Freshmen taking these ex
ams,. many of whom have been exposed
to high school cheating situations or who
are often just “too lazy” to prepare them
selves adequately for the exams, were
one of the principle reasons for the high
ratio of cheating. They also pointed to
the crowded classrooms (there are often
over 75 students taking the exam simulaneously) and the simplicity in copy
ing one or two word answers as other
prime factors in these cases. It is note
worthy that to date, no instances of
cheating or plagiarism have been re
ported in the essay type history exams
given to the same group of students un
der identical conditions.
One of the most dangerous, and also
the most repeated forms of cheating, was
reported in the language reading exams,
which every student must pass before
graduating. Many students reported that
they have been offered from $5 to $15
to substitute for academically-deficient
students in these exams. The procedure,
as reported by students, is that a language
major or a new student to the University,
one well-versed in a particular language,
reports to Murkland Auditorium on the
exam day, takes the exam and passes it
in after signing his friend’s name. Due
to the large group taking the exams,
usually given to French, Spanish and
German students simultaneously, profes
sors and proctors are unable to identify
the substitutes. This practice has also
been reported to have been exercised in
elementary pyschology exams.
“ Crib” Sheets
Students in advanced history courses
were reported to have cheated last se
mester in quarterly examinations through
the use of outlines, commonly referred
to as “ crib” sheets. These crutches are
also used extensively in other advanced
courses which involve the memorizing of
dates, principles, rules of law, or other
chronological data. Students stated that
these “ aren’t really cheating instruments,
but merely ‘aides’ for use in exacting
essay questions.”
Few students reported that they have
cheated this year by using old exams
or exams which have become public
property prior to the date of their usage.
Once a widespread problem, this form of
cheating seems to have been greatly cur
tailed by changing formerly standard ex
ams and by the fact that faculty mem
bers are taking greater care in with(continued on page 8)

Students Vote in Late March
O n Proposed Joint-G overnm ent
by Bob Bonneau
The only thing now standing in the
way of Joint-Student Government on the
U N H campus is the consideration and
vote of the student body.
The final
executive action given the proposed con
stitution was the acceptance of A W S at
a special meeting February 21. This
followed closely in the footsteps of Stu
dent Council who had approved the
measure the Monday before.
To wide-awake students who have been
following closely the actions of both
governmental groups in these pages dur
ing their special consideration meetings,
the news of the proposed plan comes as
no surprise. In a past edition a con
densed copy of the constitution appeared,
coupled with timely editorials comment
ing and informing readers of the com
plications and the ramifications of the
radical new form of student government.
Accepted as the green light to student
action, A W S ratification paved the way
to a women’ s convocation to be held
March 22, at which time the women stu
dents will register their approval or dis
approval.

While definite plans were not yet
formulated at press time, voting for male
students will probably take place about
the same date under T-Hall arch.
Under the new constitution, if ap
proved, the Joint-Government will be set
up for the first semester next fall. For
the first time in the history of the Uni
versity men and women students will
govern themselves through one central
representative group instead of through
two separate organizations. High on the
list of objectives in this move is the elim
ination of needless duplication which has
long been a problem. A greater unity of
student though, planned action, and
authoritative voice is seen in the event
of student approval.
Equally radical is the change in repre
sentation planned. Abolishing the pres
ent system of class and organizational
representation, seats in the Student Sen
ate will be alloted by housing units. One
person per 50 or less in a single housing
unit, plus another for each 50 residents
over the original 50, or major fraction
(continued on page 8)
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Dance Club Demonstration

University Audience State Selective Service Director
Thrilled by Guarrera Clears U p Deferment Muddle

These are modern dancers. W e are not quite sure what this pose is
symbolic of, but it looks like everyone is having a good time. The gentle
men involved are, left to right, Bill Mates, Sven Peterson, and Bill Schenck.
Paddling their canoes, the young ladies down front are (1 to r ) : Sheila Worthley, Jean Morrison, and Ruth Drake. Dance Club prexy, Dona Adams is at
far right.
The Dance Club and W orkshop will
present a Dance Demonstration on
March 15 at 8 p.m. in Murkland Audit
orium. This demonstration will con
sist o f a description of the elements
that com pose a dance, the practice
techniques, and part o f the students’
own compositions.
The Dance Department has institu
ted a class‘this semester in dance com 
position and this demonstration will
give the student choreographers and
opportunity to present their original
work, as well as enable the audience
to gain an insight into and apprecia
tion of modern dance. Compositional
work in progress will be demonstrated,
the completion of which will be pre
sented in the Annual Dance Concert
in May.
Parts o f Dona Adam s’ group dance
for three men and four women, Sheila
W orth ley’ s solo dance with poetry
reading
accompaniment,
Barbara
H ayes’ “ H onored G uests” , a cariature
o f a party, and Sven Peterson’s group
dance based on Punch and Judy, will
help formulate the program. Vincent
Luti and Trudy Berkowitz are com 
posing music for some o f the com pos
itional studies. A variety of accom 
paniment will be used, consisting o f
piano, percussion, and voice.
This is an informal demonstration
with no admission charge.

Inaugural Ceremony
For D r. Chandler
Scheduled in April
The inauguration of Dr. Robert F.
Chandler Jr. as President of the Uni
versity will climax activities that are
slated for April 23, 24, and 25. The
actual inauguration will take place on
W ednesday afternoon, April 25, with
addresses by President John Hanna
o f Michigan State College, also Presi
dent o f the Executive Committee of
Land-grant Colleges, and the new
President.
T h e three-day program will be
a University on Parade, with dis
plays by all the various departments
and living units on campus. The pur
pose o f .this program is to make stu
dents and friends of the University
more aware of the many opportunities
that are offered here, as it is felt that
many students do not realize the scope
o f the campus activities beyond their
own field. This part of the program
will take place on the first tw o days.
There will be a Convocation on the
morning of April 25, with two speak
ers, as yet unannounced. On W ednes
day afternoon the innauguration will
take place ending the three-day pro
gram.
The first hockey game between the
University of New Hampshire and Dart
mouth was played 34 years ago at the
Newport, N. H. Winter Carnival. The
stake for the winning team was a live
deer from Blue Mountain Forest Re-

Frank Guarrera, young American
baritone, presented an outstanding
program recently at N ew Hampshire
Hall. His program was enthusiastical
ly applauded by a large audience which
showed appreciation of the artist’s per
formance.
Mr. Guarrera, who is one of the
noteable artists of the operatic and
concert stage, was born in Philadel
phia and entered the Curtis School of
Music at the age of 17. Mr. Guarrera
spent two years in the Navy and re
turned to Curtis in 1948 to graduate.
H e won the Metropolitan
Opera
Auditions of the Air, and four days
later flew to Milan, Italy, to sing for
Toscanni in the LeScala anniversary
program dedicated to Boito.
Upon
Mr. Guarrera’s return to America, he
made his debut at the Metropolitan
Opera.
Mr. Guarrera’ s recent activities in
clude a role in the “ Barber of Seville”
at the Met, recording for Columbia
records, and performances with the
Miami Opera Guild. On March 3 he
will be heard on the Metropolitan
Theater of the Air as “ Silvio” .
Mr.
O tto
Lehmann,
Guarrera’s
accompianist, recently returned from
San Antonio, Texas, where he con
ducted the opera, “ The Old Maid and
the T h ief” .
Last season Mr. Leh
mann conducted the Cincinnati Z oo
Opera.

John H. Greenaway, N ew H am p
shire State Director of Selective Ser
vice, emphasized recently that mid
term university and college graduates
will be deferred for a period of 30 days
follow ing their graduation.
Mr. Greenaway wished to correct
the mistaken belief that these men
would be deferred solely on the basis
of their degrees or the fact that they
were holding some sort of job at the
time.
He stressed the fact that,
though the expanding defense program
is vitally in need of men who fill high
ly technical jobs, very few of those
men who apply will be able to qualify.
Deferment Conditions
Mr. Greenaway then outlined the
conditions under which a graduate can
be deferred under the present system.
If the graduate obtains employment
in a defense industry which is “ essen
tial to the nation’s health, safety, or
interest,” within the 30' day period-of
grace after his midterm graduation,
he will submit a statement of such
employment to his local board. The
local draft board will then consider
the evidence submitted and will, if
they consider it warrented, reopen the
graduate’s classification, in order to
determine whether he meets the cri
teria for occupational deferment estab
lished in the Selective Service Regula
tions.
In order to qualify for occupational

deferment under Selective
Service
Regulations, the midterm graduate or
other registrant must meet the follow 
ing conditions:
1. The registrant must be engaged
in an activity essential to the national
health, safety, or interest;
2. The registrant is, but for seasonal
or tem porary interruptions, engaged
full time in such activity;
3. The registrant cannot be replaced
because of a shortage of persons with
his qualifications or skill in such activ
ity;
4. The removal of the registrant
would cause a material loss of effec
tiveness in such activity.
College Deferment
Under the Selective Service A ct of
1948 any person who is satisfactorily
pursuing a full-time course of study
in any college or university and is
ordered to report for inductiion shall,
upon inform ing his local draft board
of his status, have his induction ^post
poned either until the end of the acad
emic year he is entered upon or until
he ceases to pursue satisfactorily the
course of study in which he is engaged,
whichever is the earlier.
In closing his statement Mr. Green
away explained that if a student either
graduates or leaves school, then his
deferment automatically ceases, and he
will be inducted after the 30-day period
has passed.

Stu d en t U nion
by Jim Gale The curtain will rise on “ O klahom a”
by R ogers and Hammerstein at 6
p.m. next Sunday on S U ’s regular
musical hour.
G eorge Reynolds and Paul M cIn 
tyre led a jam session this noon from
12:15 to 1 p.m. organized by the Com 
muters Committee as part of their
Commuters Capers series.
The functional chart of the Student
Union Board which is now mounted in
a prominent place was accomplished
last week under the able hand of June
W ikstrom , SU member from South
Congreve.
There are som e on this campus who
have the dubious distinction of believ
ing that the University effected the
re-decoration of SU ’s front lounge.
T o bring these lost souls into the age
of light and truth, let it be known
that the painters were Union members.
Club Service put on the finishing
touches by the office last Sunday
morning.
A new SU training program will be
launched on March 15 with a general
meeting of all those who are interest
ed. The purpose of this new activity
is “ The development of the Union
through education of the individual.”
Discussions will be held on leadership
techniques and Union functioning.
Cultural Recreation is now in the
process of renewing subscriptions for
the follow ing magazines which are
kept in the office for everyone’s use:
Saturday Evening Post, Collier’s, Life,
New Yorker, Time, Atlantic Monthly,
National Geographic, Mademoiselle,
Field & Stream,
Think,
Holliday
Friends, Reader’ s Digest, and Coronet.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 12 . ..th e
MOURNING DOVE

Some of them
are pretty sad!

ABC Mystery Poem
His first is the reason we can’t
see the trees.
His last is not too great.
Some call him with what goes
hop and jump
And in June he will graduate.
If you have guessed him or think
you have, (1) explain how these clues
helped you to arrive at your conclu
sion; (2) enclose a gold-blocked “ C h”
from the front of a Chesterfield pack;
(3) mail your entry to Carl Cross,
Phi Mu Delta.
Entries will be judged on your ex
planation of how the clues helped you.
The prize awarded each week is one
carton of Chesterfield cigarettes.

]VIelancholy and dejected, this gloomy miss
Dick Dewing, New Hampshire’ s AllNew England fullback, credits Track
Coach Paul Sweet with teaching him
faster starts in football. Dick went out
for freshman track last season to im
prove his football.

found little to titillate her in the recent deluge of quicktrick cigarette tests! She was not enthralled by the idea of
judging cigarette mildness with just a fast puff or a single sniff.
But, joy of joys! . . . happiness came to her when she

Cleaning, Pressing
Repairing
Best and Fastest Service in Town

Laundry Agency!

discovered one test that left no doubt in her mind.

It was the sensible test! . . . the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,
which simply asks you to try Camels as a steady smoke —
on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments
needed. After you’ve enjoyed Camels — and only

AMERICAN
AGRICULTURIST

Camels — for 30 days in your “ T-Zone” (T for Throat,
T for Taste) we believe you’ll know why . . .

The leading farm paper
of the Northeast
Agent, ROY D. T H O M P SO N
Englehardt Hall

B R A D M C IN T IR E
D U R H A M , NEW H A M PSH IR E

M ore P eop le S m o k e Camels
than a n y other c/gareffeI
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O n the Spot —

0

Year- Round Stuff

Imperative I

Not . . .

Do . . .

It is a know n fact that cheating exists to an
alarm ing extent in the classroom s of this uni
versity. If this institution ever hopes to becom e
a w orkin g example o f the things it teaches and
repersents, cheating must be gou ged out of the
with Dave Cunniff
w ay of life at U N H . T h e professors, the admin
istration, and the students are all at fault in that
a goal set up to insure a sanitary out
Some weeks ago this column was de
they have ignored this abom inable scholastic
look
towards
cheating
on
the
student’s
voted to comment on certain suggestions
shortcut. L o n g enough have we had the p ro
part.
If
a
student
is
a
C
student,
he
which had been made concerning the
knows it. He wants to get _ a better
fessor’s with their am using or cynical or blase
Honor System. The writer was against
mark. Jobs will open to him if he gets
concern fo r cribbing.
Such verbal pearls of
the Honor System, and still is, on gen
good marks. His parents will pat him on
eral principles. But persiflage never has
w isdom as “ cheat if you want, you only hurt
the
head
if
he
gets
good
marks.
People
solved a problem, in my limited knowl
you rself” , give the green light to a practice that
will admire his intelligence, if he gets
edge at least, whether that problem was
is m orally w rong. It is about as sound as a
good marks. He will flunk out or be
how to determine the number of angels
classed as mediocre if he doesn’t get good
ju dge telling an em bezzler to g o ahead and
one can fit on the head of a ^ n or how
marks. The goal is not wisdom under
to stop student cheating. Ergo, let us
conive to take the things that are not rightfully
the present system: the goal is an im
see what we can do about it.
his. Th e ju dge and the professor are both ign or
pregnable
evidence
of
erudition,
a
mark
There are a few of the blind still
ing the effect such attitudes have on the m orale
on
a
piece
of
paper.
groping through the woods of Durham
of those that look to them for a system of fair
This is the esential problem. W e must
who insist that students do not cheat.
. . . To . . .
teach the students to love learning^ rath
ness.
T h ey are shunning the fact that dis
I have been here three years. I think
er than the questionable superiority^ of
that students do cheat. It’s a definite
T h ose w ho joined in the critical, but inform  honesty is a disease that spreads to others when
good marks. To do away with cheating,
problem, and I think the best way to
ative, panels on the subject of religion left their
it is com m on practice. W h en a student cheats
I think we must do away with grades.
solve it is to find the roots of it and
discussion m eetings refreshed with the though
in class he is stealing a scholastic standing that
cut them off, rather than contenting our
Instead of A B C D ad infinitum, ad
that at last they had been afforded an opportuni- ^ is not rightfully his, and the honest person is
nauseam, why not simply “ Pass” , “ Fail,”
selves with a few ungainly twigs which
ty to sit with people their ow n age — with their
and for the brilliant (who if they are
pop out here and there.
being cheated out of a rating that he has w orked
Tw o solutions are in working condi
brilliant realize the stupidity and inac
ow n m is-givings and m is-conception — to dis
for — and one that he should have.
tion now which I think fall into the
curacy of all marking systems) “ Superi
cuss the role of religion in today s w orld. O nce
. . . Something . . .
twig-pruning category.
These systems
or,” or some other ego gratifying thing.
back in their campus residences, how ever, many
are the honor system and the system
This will not be done. I don’t know
T h e students should be the ones m ost con 
turned im m ediately from their new found know l
which we all know and fear of old, that
why, but institutions always, seem to get
cerned with the correction of this problem . Their
of
strict discipline
and immediate
edge to the gutter of “ non-thinking” w hich char
hardening of the intellectual arteries after
apparent inertia is no credit to the student or
punishment for under-the-desk practices.
they become established. I say again, I
acterizes so much of college education today.
ganizations on campus. If these organizations
Let us consider them pragmatically: how
rather doubt that this will be done. But
It is indeed sad to know that for a vast
do they work?
are necessary, and if they offer anything to the
the reader may be interested in a stop
m ajority of the U niversity’s 3,200 students the
First, the Honor System. Does it
gap solution which one professor has hit
student body, here is their chance to prove it.
work? I think not. I base my opinion
five days just passed are 1951’s devotions to the
upon: exams into which the student may
A s things look now som ething is_ g o in g to
only on the Honor courses which I and
bring all the prepared notes he wishes.
w orld of religion. R eligion, to others than cynics
be done about cheating and it is g oin g to be
my friends have taken. The Military
No books are allowed, but the student
and agnostics, is a form of livin g norm ally prac
Science Department uses the Honor
done b y the administration. This is bad. T he
may prepare canned notes in any way he
ticed and studied 365 days per year. Som e of
System to some extent. Students cheat
sees fit for the exam. O f course, under
student’s point of view should be considered and
like mad in the Military Science Depart
the w orld ’s greatest thinkers have pointed out
this set-up the professor feels perfectly
be an integral part of the solution. N ow is the
ment. Well, it’s a darned good way to
justified in giving his pupils rigorous ex
that tod ay’s m oral and social chaos can easily be
time to point out w hy certain types of exams
learn expedient tactics. Certain courses
aminations — but it is expected that no
traced to the role religion has been allotted in
are not representative of what a student has
in the English Department are operated
one will cheat. A book is a hard thing
a w orld of materialistic^ greed. _ U N H students
under this system. I have never taken
learned, but what he has m om entarily m em 
to conceal.
one of these courses, but I am told that
w ould be wise to reconsider their original prem 
orized ; this the opportunity for students to
There’s the problem, as I see it. The
cheating is prevalent to at least the same
ises on religion ; evaluating them on the terms o f
wrong goals have been set up in the
voice
their gripes about the m arking system s, the
degree that it is in other courses. Here,
just what is the individual’ s religious responsi
student’s mind. There’s a way to solve
professors, the requirem ents, and the entire aca
it seems, the Honor System does not
the problem. I think it will probably
bility.
work.
dem ic setup of the school. A ll of these things
work if adopted. At least, I think, it’ll
But at least it is an attempt to replace
. . . Forget are part of the cheating problem . Unless the
cut that sick root out of the tree of
the older system that was no doubt in
students rally and make know n their opinions
cheating.
It is difficult to assay just how the individ
stituted by some one of our puritanical
ancestors. The stringent system used in
ual w ho has little k n ow ledge of the role he him  they m ay have to content them selves with a
other courses is highly reminiscent of
new set o f harsh rules instead of a desirable re
self is expected to play in our social order can
Stopping By A Skeleton
the birch-rod-and-bare-bottom education
vision of the present system.
be called upon to determine the contribution
of past years. Here, no attempt is made
In A Biology Lab
w hich religion can make to the leavening of his
. . . Now
to keep the student from cheating. An
W h ose bones these are I do not know.
role. It is. much the same as telling the individ
attempt is made, however, and a rather
It
is
imperative
that
som
ething
constructive
Alas, he lived here long ago.
unintelligent attempt it is, to keep the
ual that “ varyin g” weather is anticipated, so
be
begun
immediately.
U
N
H
is
vulnerable
to
I
wonder
if
he
ever
guessed
student from getting away wih it. So
dress accordingly. H ow ever, while man is grop 
That he’d be bleached as white as
censure from outsiders that w ould use our faults
every year a few twigs are pruned, if
ing about in search of his position, he may just
snow.
the twigs are unessential to ‘school
to com m and the interest of others. It w ould be
as w ell spend a w orthw hile time seeking out the
spirit.”
If they are not athletes and
better to have a w orkin g plan against cheating
I bet he’ d think it mighty queer
other wheels, for instance.
values and indexes of this w orld.
R eligion,
T o stand with all these students near.
exposed, rather than another scandal.
D .B .M .
Both these systems, and the one pro
throughout the ages, has been a notable index
They prod him and leave pencil marks,
posed by the moralists around the cam
(A n d hundreds do it every year.)
to the m ores of civilization.
pus, that of leaving the student to wrestle
with his problem in the bowels of his
T h e individual w h o develops his thought on
He stands there naked of his skin
soul, are short-sighted.
They do not
and, we m ight add, a living practice of religion
Sans any kith, Sans any kin.
strike at the roots o i the problems.
Read . . .
And fastened there with pin and
society and hum anity w ithout a consideration,
What causes cheating? I think the an
spring
F or as long as we can rem ember, students
w
ill
soon
be
found
out
to
be
a
b
iological
cell
liv
swer is obvious. There is too much of
Is a Calcimated grin.
have
griped periodically about the fact that Stu
ing in a vacum n of ignorance. T he greatest
dent Council never seems to do anything except
For he knows that things are getting
crim e of to m o rro w ’s w orld has already been
worse
govern itself. W h ile three or four years ago
tabbed “ ignorance” ; the problem now is to pare
(A n d I repeat with added force,)
this may have been the case, today the Council
dow
n
the
number
of
“
crim
inals’U
o
a
point
where
Because of him I ’ll ^unk the course,
has reached a level of im portance at U N H w hich
a w orld constructed on such an idealistic founda
Because of him I ’ll flunk the course.
it has never before attained.
R. C. B.
tion can operate. T o pave the w ay for the new
But this editorial is not concerned with ab
order, we recom m end religion to the students on
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ON CAMPUS

R eligious Emphasis W e e k com es to an end
this evening with the final SC M m eeting at the
Durham C om m unity Church from 7-8 p.m. The
religious program being concluded was one of
the largest and best planned in the history of the
U niversity.
D u rin g the past five days, U N H students
have met in their dorm itories, sororities, fra
ternities and other campus buildings to partici
pate in forum s and panels centered around the
theme “ M y R eligious R espon sibility” . E very
phase of religion, from the central figures right
dow n to the various philosophical bases, has
been as th oroughly covered as possible. R egret
fully, for m ost concerned, time was a.gain the
element w hich forbade extensive probings into
the w orld that is religion.

Student Council Foe ?

Letter to the Editor

Retrospect

C reighton,

E arle

G ilbert,

and

Barbara

D illo n .

Refreshments will be served.
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Cat tales

9 9 Freda Opdahl Wins
Skimeister Trophy

by Bill Reid

A n E ducational com m ittee of the State L egis
lature recently published a list of proposals for the
ten to tw enty year expansion of the U niversity of
N ew H am pshire and its attendant facilities. The
com plete program , ticketed to cost the state some
four and a half m illion dollars, included a couple
of items in the w idening of Carl Lundhholm ’s ath
letic plant that caused a general arching o f eye
brow s am ong students, faculty, w ell-wishers and
others of the ilk
The suggestions called for the construction of a $250,000 sw im 
m ing pool, a $500,000 addition to the L ew is Field H ouse, doubling
its present size, and the building of a $500,000 covered hockey rink
with artificial ice. R eaction to the plot ran the w hole gam ut of
campus expression. From the bitter-at-heart, it drew a shrug of
the sh oulders; from the already hard-put faculty, just the hint of
a sm ile; from that select score on the inside, a kn ow in g wink, and
from the dow ntrodden and long suffering masses, a ‘chorus of huzzahs coupled with a fervent prayer.
Sweet Has Known Difficulty
H eading the card of the long-suffering masses is Paul Sweet
and the sixty-odd athletes w ho yearly toil through a U N H winter
track s e a son ; to them the plan must have sounded like harp music
out of eternity. On a roughly constructed yi6 mile running area
behind the Lew is Field H ouse they have spent the declining hours
o f short Decem ber, January, February and M arch afternoons
through the last four years, preparing for a four-m eet intercollegiate
indoor track season. It is an im possible situation. T he track is
icy, the weather is always cold, and occasionally frigid, the runners
must swathe themselves in heavy clothing to avoid exposure and
the time available between the dismissal of lab classes and the
setting of the sun falls far short of what is required. In the face
of these difficulties, Sweet and crew have been the portrait of
passive acceptance. A n indoor track will cost the earthy citizens
of the Granite State som e $10,000 but Sw eet’s squads have made
a dow n paym ent on the bill during the past three seasons in frozen
ears and benum bed bodies.
No Soft Sport
It is gettin g so that meet opponents run second to the elements
on a U N H winter track schedule. N o easy-goin g athlete volunteers
fo r the sport any more. Sweet must muster som e spell-binding
oratory to draw forty athletes away from com fortable card tables
and com fortable co-eds for an hour’s daily practice in sub-zero
temperatures behind the Lew is Field H ouse. Im agine the reaction
when that dauntless crew gathers for practice only to find the y16
mile surface blanketed with snow which must be shoveled off be
fore they can get dow n to the jo b of running!
Inside the field house, the situation fringes on the ridiculous.
In the four narrow lanes surrounding the basketball courts, Sweet
has mounted in miniature, practice areas for all of the field events
A pole vaulter, if fortunate enough to avoid collision with basket
ball and hockey players, stray dogs and passers-by, can get a lick
at the bar, the discus throw er gathers him self for a heave at the
basketball netting three feet away, and the shot putter effects the
delicate com prom ise between gettin g off a 50-foot heave and still
missing, with the 16-pound ball, passing dash men, high and broad
jum pers and the like.
R u gged perseverance and the sense of hum or to laugh at a situ
ation like this will g o if U N H reaches the indoor track era. R ight
now , how ever, Sweet w ould gladly swap his chances o f retaining
the glorious intangibles for an eighth-m ile indoor surface, and he
w ould th row in some tattered old spikes to boot. T he com m itttee
proposals at least afford a glim m er of hope, even a glim m er tw enty
years in the future. U ntil that day arrives, mittens and ear muffs
will remain a staple of W ildcat w inter track equipment, and Sweet
will continue to arrange evensteven payoffs, guts for material gain,
with Bates, B ow doin , M aine and the rest of the N ew H am pshire
schedule.

C a t Trackmen M e e t Tufts Sat.;
A .A .U . Champ Bane Leads Jumbos

Freda Opdahl, 19 year old N orw eg
ian exchange student of U N H , cap
tured the individual w om en’s National
Collegiate downhill title as she cover
ed the tricky nine-tenths mile course
over a descent of 800 feet in 1 minute
38.3 second.
Second behind Freda
was 19 year old Anne Shaw of V er
mont with a time of 1:41.1 and third,
Jinny Snively, of Middlebury with
1:42.5.
Freda also placed first in the w om 
en’s combined slalom-downhill to win
the W om en ’s Skimeister T rophy which
was awarded at the Klondike Rush
D ance Saturday night.
Other skiers representing U N H
were Rhonda Pickwick, Jeanne M or
rison, and Diane Cohen accompanied
by Coach Barbara Newman and mana
ger, Merrily Schanche.
T h e Middlebury w om en’s ski team
won the downhill race to take the lead
in the National W om en ’s Collegiate
ski championship at their twentieth
annual winter carnival.
Second and
third places were copped by Vermont
and Utah. The Eastern skiers sur
prisingly took the top places in the
downhill race from the highly rated
University of Utah women.
New Hampshire took a fourth in the
team standings of the combined downhill-slalom event but tallied sixth in
the final standings.
‘ Don’t Pass The Buck — Give It!’

Paul Sweet’s hopes of wringing a suc
cessful record from the Wildcats fivemeet track season run into a formidable
block this weekend in the persons of
Ding Dusseault and his Tufts Jumbos.
The Medford squad recently dropped a
close meet to Harvard for their first
loss in more than three years of com
petition.
They already hold decisive
victories over Northeastern, B.U., and
Brown. They faced their fifth test of
the semester last Saturday when they
met Bates and B.U. in a triangular meet
in Boston and won going away.
The Jumbos are captained by a pair
of near All Americans Tom Bane and
Armand Furey. Bane recently shattered
an A A U record, eleven years standing,
in the 35 pound weight when he hurled
the iron ball 62’ 9” at the A A U meet in
New York City. Furey can run either
the dashes on middle distance events and
is the anchor man on a powerful Jumbo
relay quartet.
Dusseault’s dash quintet of Bill Brooks,
Walter Dow, John Buckley, Dick LeVine
and Dick Lawrence are the individual
performers who will give Sweet the most
trouble.
In addition, Dusseault claims a mag
nificent high and broad jump prospect
in dusky Bob Jones, a sophomore who
New Hampshire fans watched at Lewis
Field last spring.
Robert Baehus, a
senior is a weight man who has pressed
Bone consistently through their collegi
ate careers.

Dusseault admits a noticeable weakness
in the middle distance and long distance
events, and it is on that, that the success
of the Cats will hinge. Bobby Bodwell,
who has cracked 4:32 in the mile this
season, Dick Cole and Dick MacCormick
in the 1000, Tom Hahn and Erv Webber
in the two mile have already turned in
times superior to the Jumbos this se
mester.
The balanced superiority in the dashes
and distance events will likely send the
question to field event entries for decision.
There Bone and company can be impos
sibly rouj^h.
“ Don’t Pass The Buck — Give I t!”
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Co-Captain Tommy Gorman, quarter
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M aine Trims Mooradians, 5 5 - 5 3 ;
In Middlebury Meet Gordon Maintains 2 0 -Point Pace

Pare Sparks Petroski Pucksters
T o 13-1 Finale Rout at Norwich

Skiers Place Third

Led by A1 Pare of W alpole, M assachusetts, the U N H hockey
team of Coach Pat Petroski skated aw ay with its fifth win in its
last seven starts last w eek with a landslide 13-1 v ictory over N or
wich.
Pare, sophom ore transfer from V illanova, was ineligible for
regular season play this fall and missed the first four gam es o f the
spring semester with pneumonia. H e broke into the U N H lineup
with tw o assists a fortnight ago when the W ildcats hung a 4-3
upset on T u fts at the N orth Shore Arena.

The U N H varsity skiers of Coach
Ed B lood captured third place in the
final team standings at the annual
Middlebury
W inter
Carnival
last
weekend. Dartmouth was the winner,
with the host squad, Middlebury in
second place.
Pacing the W ildcats in the first
day’s competition was Capt. Jack A rm 
strong, who placed seventh in the
slalom, and seventh in the combined
downhill and slalom. Rich and Sickels copped tenth and eleventh places
in the slalom, with Lilljedahl four
teenth in the same event.
F ollow ing A rm strong in the com 
bined were Rich in tenth place, Sickels in twelfth, and Lilljedahl in fif
teenth.
The W ildcats strongest showing
was in the combined jumping and
cross-country where they placed sec
ond to Dartmouth. Capt. Arm strong
and Snow were am ong the first finish
ers, placing third and fourth respec
tively. Manson placed twenty-second
and Rich thirty-first in this event.
In the jump, the W ildcats did not
fare as well. They placed fourth be
hind St. Lawrence, Dartmouth, and
Vermont.
Voutour finished twelfth,
Snow fourteenth, Arm strong sixteen
th, Manson twenty-sixth, and Rich
thirty-first in the jump.
Frosh Results
Members of the freshman ski team
competed in the National Combined
Jump and Cross-country champion
ship at Berlin last weekend, and made
a fine showing.
Bob Arsenault copped second place
in the Class B jumping, with team
mate Bob H oos taking third place
in the Class B com bined jumping and
cross-country, and eleventh in the
cross-country race.
Bob Stone fin
ished sixth, and Ray Sanborn twelfth
in
the
cross-country
competition,
which was run over an 11.2 miles

Playing his first full game for the
Cats, against Norwich, he passed for
four goals and scored four more himself
to pace the U N H 13-goal attack. New
Hampshire’s win, scored on good ice in
the Norwich arena at Northfield, re
versed an early season 5-2 setback hand
ed the Petroskis by the same Horseman
squad.
Petroski’s second “ Bay State” line of
Pare, Gil Bray and Billy Payson showed
promise of better things for 1952 in
racking up 17 points in the course of
the afternoon on eight goals and nine
assists. Bray chipped in with two goals
and three assists while Payson picked
up two of each.
Captain Wally Fournier scored his
ninth goal of the 1951 season in the first
period on passes from John Simpson and
Tommy Dolan. Defensemen A1 Adams,
Hugh Regan and Lefty Callahan added
the other New Hampshire tallies with
assists from Christy and Simpson.

Pat Petroski’s U N H
hockey
squad, one of five teams considered
for a playoff berth in the New Eng
land Hockey Association tourney,
turned thumbs down this week on
any post-season play because of
poor practice facilities.
The Wildcats, winners of five of
their last seven starts, watched
their schedule finale with Tufts
wash out last week.
Petroski
stated that the 17-day layoff before
March 7 was too great a handicap
to throw teams like B. U. and B. C.
who have the advantage of practice
on artificial ice.
The Petroskis are 5-4 on the
season and, because of poor weath
er conditions, their practice sessions
have exactly equalled their number
of games, nine in all, since the
beginning of December!

Frosh Track
Paul Sweet’s freshmen went down
to their second defeat of the season
last Friday as they lost to Bowdoin
by a 62-37 score.
The Kittens, despite finishing first
in five events, lost the meet on points,
as Bow doin captured the m ajority of
the second and third place entries.
John Burpee led off b y taking first
place in the 40-yard dash. Joe Pestana won the 1000-yard dash, closely
follow ed by W ally M cRae, also of
New Hampshire.
Cousins o f B ow 
doin won the pole vault as he cleared
eleven feet. He was follow ed by H ut
chinson and M cRae of the Freshmen
who tied with clearances of 9 feet
inches. Potter of New Hampshire and
Brinkman of Bow doin tied in the highjump with leaps of 5 feet 4 inches.

Join the crowds that “ invade” our
place every day after classes. Taste
those wonderful English muffins
(6-6-45)
and our famous coffee.

Wildcat-

28 §

*

WHY PAY MORE!
Long Playing Records
(Thirty-three & one-third
R.P.M.)
3 0 % off
Free complete catalogue
and price list
WRITE TO:
RECORD HAVEN, INC. (Dept. C)
520 West 48th Street
New York 19, N. Y.

Rifle Team Notes
Sergeant W esley Gifford’ s U N H
rifle team, tuning up for the New E ng
land College Rifle Tournam ent M atch
es to be held March 10, posted a deci
sive 32 point win over Rhode Island
State Saturday in a shoulder-toshoulder engagement at Kingston,
Rhode Island.
The W ildcats registered a five-high
total of 1379 to Rhode Island’s 1347.
H ow ie Brooks fired a 283 for the finest
showing on either squad. Ralph Hayes
trailed him with 276, follow ed by
Bruce Dreher, 275; Joe Despres, 274;
and Joel Caplan, 271.
B O X SCORE
P H IL L IP S
Y arnace, rf
K iger, If
Rogers
C row ley, c
W all
S urgeon, rg
Fish, lg
TOTALS

EXETER
G F
6 2
6 0
2 0
5 0
2 0
0 0
1 0
44 2

NEW
T
14
12
4
10
4
0
2
46

H A M P S H IR E
G F T
4 4 12
3 2 8
3 4 10
4 0 8
lg 3 2 8
1 0 2

Johnson, rf
M unsey, If
U lcikas, c
Stone, rg
M cL aughlin,
F oley
TOTALS

36 12 48

Bill Haubrich, (25) New Hampshire Co-Captain goes up in the air to
bat ball away from Bobby Williams, peppery St. Anselm’s guard. George
Ford (24) U N H , holds inside position against St. Anselm’s D ’Orozia (11) and
Lavin (4). Hawks won 58-49.

A n d y M ooradian’s varsity basketballers stretched their losing
streak to five straight last week, dropping tw o close decisions to
St. A n selm ’s and the U niversity of Maine.
T h e Cats played inspired basketball for 35 minutes in b ow in g
to St. A n selm ’s H awks. H ym ie G ordon opened the scorin g at the
tw o-m inute mark with one of his loop in g hook shots, but B o b b y
W illiam s tied the count on a set from tw enty feet out a m om ent
later. Then the M ooradians widened the gap on one handers by
Bill H aubrich and G eorge Ford. Baskets by T ed T rudel and Cos
Sheas increased the m argin, and gave N ew H am pshire an eight
point lead as the first period ended.
The win-happy Hawks, driven on by
sophomores Bart Lavin and Gus D ’Orazio, fought back in the second quarter,
but were unable to arrest control of the
backboards from Ford and Haubrich.
The Cats still led at half-time, 28-26.
The New Hampshire defense collapsed
in the last five minutes o f play. Lead
ing 44-40, they made several bad passes
that were intercepted and turned into
two-pointers by the grenertmen.
The
final score was 58-49.
The Maine game was highlighted by
faulty shooting and bad passing on the
part of both clubs. Hymie Gordon put
on a one man show in the first period as
he scored seven of New Hampshire’s
first eight points, but Bob Churchill and
Raul Christie kept the visitors in the
game with long set shots.

I can’ t turn down a guy m an

FEMININE CONSENSUS!

• • «

A R R O W W R IT E SH IR T

ARROW
SHIRTS

The Mooradians, leading 25-21 at halftime, lengthened their lead as the second
half got under way on baskets by Ted
Trudel and Cos Sficas, and stayed out in
front until the very end. Then Christie,
whose one-handers plagued New Hamp
shire throughout the game, hit on four
shots from the outside, and gave Maine
the lead. With 50 seconds left, Maine
got the baall on an out-of-bounds play,
and kept possession.
Thus the Bears
won their second game from the Cats,
55-53. Gordon and Ford were high men
for the home forces, with 21 and ten
points respectively.
Christie led the
Maine attack with 21 markers.

Freshman Hoopsters Romp
To Seventh and Eighth Wins
Jere Chase’s 1951 frosh basketball
squad salted away its seventh and
eighth victories o f the year last week,
beating Phillips Exeter Academy 4846 in a squeaker at Exeter and out
pointing G overnor Dummer 61-44 last
Saturday at South Byfield, Massachu
setts.
It was the second win of the year
for N ew Hampshire over the Crimson
prepsters. The Exeterites deliberate,
possssion basketball kept them in the
game Until the last minute of play.
The Kittens stretched their half time
lead to four points at one time, but
Exeter came back to hold a 46-45 edge
with a minute to go. Co-captain Ed
Johnson of Charlestown, N ew H am p
shire bolted under for a lay-up shot
to grab the lead, 47-46. A moment
later, Red M cLaughlin o f W inchester,
Massachusetts pumped home a foul
shot for the 48-46 win.
Det Stone, 6’ 4” guard from Jeanette,
Pa., dropped in 14 points to lead the
Chasemen’s 61-44 win over Governor
Dummer.
The Frosh pulled away
early and behind their evenly balanced
play they rolled on to their eighth
win.
Four frosh hit double figures,
Johnson trailing Stone with 12, fol
lowed by M cLaughlin with 11 and
Jeep Munsey with 10.
ST.

are the smoothest ■oa campus!

ANSELM ’ S
G F T
3 6 12
3 1 7
5 1 11
1 0 2
4 3 11
5 1 11
22 14 58

D ufley, rf
O ’ C on n or, If
D ’ O razio, c
Leocha
Lavin, rg
W illia m s, lg
TOTALS

Every man looks his best in Arrow shirts . . . made
with the best looking, most comfortable collar styles
in the country. Mitoga cut to fit perfectly . . .
Sanforized-lah eled to keep that fit. Pick your favorites

NEW

H A M P S H IR E
G F T
3 0 6
1 0 2
11 3 25
2 2 6
2 1 5
1 1 3
21 7 49

F ord , rf
M artellini
G ord on, If
H a ub rich, c
T ru d el, rg
Carbonneau
TOTALS

here today.
GORDON BUTTON-DOWN

“ PAR” WIDESPREAD

Crisp white oxford $ 4 * 5 0

Fine broadcloth $ 3 . 9 5

m rn i
Dover

A R R O W SHIRTS &TIES

The College Shop
Durham, N. H.
I

Brad Mclntire

FOR A R R O W UNIVERSITY STYLES

■

UNDERW EAR

•

HANDKERCHIEFS

•

SPORTS SHIRTS

Tel. 1424

Radio Cabs
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Student Union Rolls Into Action
As Nite of Sin Comm. Report
by Jim Gale
M uch has been said about the Nite of Sin, but it has never
been explained exactly how this program is actually produced.
SU could be com pared in this instance with a film com pany that
picks the story, builds the sets, provides the props, and secures the
actors w ho play their parts. In this case you are the actors, the
parts will be unrehearsed, and the cameras w o n ’t roll
A1 Horne, Club Service chairman, w as'
appointed as the coordinating director in
charge.
He has been presiding over
special Nite of Sin meetings every week
since before exams.
Representatives
from the seven committees appear at
these meetings, tell what progress they
are making, find out what the others are
The annual Pan-American Pandemoni
doing, and learn where they can co um, sponsored by Lambda Pi, will be
operate with each other in the over-all held in New Hampshire Hall on Friday,
production.
March 2, at 8 p.m. The event will in
Mac Buley, the one responsible for the clude games of skill and chance, prizes,
feminine forms of last year, is in charge refreshments, and a stage show. The
of decorations which are to be extensive. admission price this year has been re
Joan Westling has the job of securing duced to 25 cents in spite of rising prices.
all the games and numerous card tables
Pandemonium is sponsored by Lambda
that are to be used. Bob Chase has a Pi, local honorary language society, and
$300 budget for the “ Nite” and it is his has been an annual affair since the
responsibility to see that no committee
group’s organization in 1943. The pro
runs over their particular quota. Francis
fits of the past few years have gone into
Rodman and Fred Carlson are in charge a scholarship fund for bringing deserving
of the refreshment bar and the musical foreign students to the U N H campus.
end of the program. Abe Aronson is
This year’s program will include op
handling publicity and promises a parade
for next week. Commuters under George portunities to win prizes at basketball,
Dooley have been doing a lot of foot darts, nail-pounding, and many other
and road work with cars and a trailer types of amusement. There will be a
digging up chandeliers, pot bellied stoves refreshment booth selling soft driqjts,
and the evening will conclude with a
and spitoons.
Student Personnel under A1 Sanborn brief stage show featuring, among other
things, German folk-dancing.
and Harriet Collins have been contacting
New Hampshire Hall will be decorated
over 300 faculty and staff members and
arranging them in shifts to man the for Pandemonium to resemble a carnival
gaming tables. This group is also lin midway, with barkers and booths for
ing up deputies, hostesses and hat check the various entertainments. Students and
girls. Warren Adams and Dick Flood faculty are invited to come to the affair;
have the " pleasure of rounding female there are many prizes to be won, and the
talent for the floor shows. Just what is stag show alone is worth the price of
in the show is not for publication at admission.
this time.
Everyone will enter through the back
Three members of the Univefsity of
door by the parking lot. There you will New Hampshire’s varsity basketball
get a ticket for refreshments, (please do are graduates of Nashua high school.
not bring your own,) a ticket exchange
able for $380 in paper money and a coat
check. Be sure to bring your athletic
ticket and come in some sort of Western
costume if possible.

Lambda Pi Sponsors
Pan-Am erican Show

College Chest Drive

"Ten Years" Subject
O f Pictures in Hew itt
Life magazine will present an exhibi
tion of historical pictures for exhibition
in the Hewitt Hall exhibition corridor
from March 1 to 22. The theme of
the series to be featured is to be “ Ten
Years” and is to be a group of selected
news photographs that have appeared in
the national publication from 1937 to
1946.
The exhibit will be composed of three
panels for each of the ten years and will
contain 64 photographs in all. The pic
tures, documenting the national and in
ternational events pf the decade, were se
lected for their news significance as well
as their unusual photographic interest.
The photographers represented are
such veterans artists as Margaret
Bourke-White,
Robert
Capa, Frank
Sherschel, George Silk, Alfred Eisen
staedt, Fritz Goro, and Walter Sanders.
Camera fans and historians might do
well to look the variety o f subject mat
ter and the style in which it is treated.
A single year, 1939 for example, shows
such news events as the blitzkrieg in
Poland, the “ phoney” war on the French
border, and at the same time, the New
York W orld’s Fair, the splitting of the
atom, and “ Gone With The Wind.” .

Chapman Presents

Commencement Programs
On Sale At T-Hall March 7
Orders for Commencement program
booklets, announcements and personal
cards will be taken Wednesday and
Thursday, March 7 and 8 from 12 p.m.
to 3 p.m. at T-Hall.
In an effort to keep prices down, the
Commencement program booklets will
have a cardboard paneled cover.
On
the front of the cover will be an etching
of T-Hall in blue tone, designed by
Ralph Trempe.
The booklets will contain, in addition
to the program, a list of the graduating
Seniors, listing their college and home
addressses; the names of the class
officers; the names of Commencement
Committee members, and also pictures of
the campus and President Chandler. The
price of the booklet is 75 cents.
Seniors unable to place their orders on
Wednesday or Thursday should contact
Patricia Wood, Chi Omega, immediately.
Norway, but also will describe his visits
to Denmark, Finland, and Sweden. He
will show a total of 150 slides. Mrs.
Chapman, who accompanied him, will ex
hibit her collection of Scandinavian arts
and crafts.
Tickets, at 50 cents each, may be pur
chased at the Bookstore, The College
Shop, and Rand’s Store. They also may
be obtained from Allen Hartwell, Max
F. Abell, Stanley Shimer, Philip W il
cox, William Fisher, and Franklin Heald.

To Present Annual
Newman Club Play
“ Design for a Stained Glass Window”
by William Berney and Howard Rich
ardson will be presented by Newman
Club on March 8 at Murkland Auditor
ium. The play was written about the
life of a recently cannonized Saint, Mar
garet Clitherou.
The play is set in the latter part of
the 16th century, when Queen Elizabeth
was fighting to keep away from the
grasps of the Papists and Queen Mary of
Scots. To protect herself, and also be
cause she had been ex-communicated,
Elizabeth persecuted all of those who
looked upon the Pope as he head of the
Church.
The leading roles of the play will be
taken by Bunny Hastings, and Paul Dris
coll. Others in the play are: Clem Gendron, Daniel Hogan, Arthur Lemire,
Norman Caron, Andre Labrecque, Bar
bara Conway, Dick Fontaine, Jerry N o
lan, Robert Hurleston, Mary Wedge,
John Cardos, Fred Putney, Joan Gifford,
James Grady, Tom Hahn, and Tom
O ’Brien. The play is under the direction
of Anne Crawford, and Norm Caron.
Tickets for the play may be purchased
in advance at the Wildcat, or the Book
store, and from representatives in the
dormitories. The admission will be 60
cents.
.
“ Don’t Pass The Buck — Give It!”

Talk on Scandanavia

I

A repeat performance o f his illustrated
lecture on the Scandinavian countries has
been scheduled for Monday, March 5,
at Durham Community Church at 8 p.m.
H
by Prof. Donald H. Chapman of the geol
ogy department.
The lecture, for the benefit of the
church’s building fund, will be similar to
the one he gave on February 19 before
a capacity audience of 200, but will in
clude about 100 new slides which have
not been shown previously.
He took |
more than 2,000 colored pictures on his
12,000-mile trip last year.
He will emphasize his travels through

O ’N eil’s Grill
Jack O'Neil, Proprietor

| Quality Food - Friendly Service §
7 a. m.

to 12 p. m.

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE !
Fine tobacco — and only fine tobacco —can
give you the perfect mildness and rich taste

Sets Goal of $ 3 0 0 0

that make a cigarette completely enjoyable.

March 12 will mark the opening of
the annual College Chest Drive which
will extend six days terminating on
March 17. The goal has been at $3,000.
The 1951 slogan of “ Don’t Pass the Buck
— Give it” is a reminder to all college
students to help other less fortunate stu
dents at home and abroad. The goal can
be attained only if all U N H students
utilize this opportunity to help and each
contribute $1.
While a dollar may seem a lot, it is
seldom that 100 pennies are divided
among so many worthy organizations in
cluding the Negro Student Service Fund,
New Hampshire Children’s Aid Society,
The American Friends Service Commis
sion, W orld Student Service Fund, Over
sea Blind, Pax Romana, United Jewish
Appeal, The Golden Rule Farm, New
Hampshire Society for Crippled Child
ren, and the Salvation Army.
An extensive campaign has been plan
ned by the committee and everyone’ s co
operation is desired.
Campaign head
quarters have been set up in Room 106
of Ballard Hall and all soliciting will be
done from this point.

And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. So if
you’re not happy with your present brand
(and a 3 8 -city survey shows that millions are
n o t), switch to L uckies. Y ou ’ll find that

Luckies taste better than any other ciga
rette. Be H ap p y—Go Lucky today!

§tudent Council Executives
Select Agenda For Monday
The Executive Committee of the
Student Council in session on M on 
day, Feb. 26 adopted the follow ing
agenda for the Student Council_ meet
ing on March 5 to be held in the
Organizations R oom of the Commons
at 7 p.m.:
1. Election of a Vice-president;
2. Report on new proposed traffic
regulations;
3. Report on Student Council Judici
ary Committee;
4. Other business and adjournment.

For Beauty's Sake
call

east

Dorothy M. Stevens
1 19R D urham

y4ere n „ yind -

•

"forQG
. uave a u
And

Cosmetic Consultant

For L U Z IE R ’S
M akers

of

fine

cosm tics

&

g o st°n

perfum e

R ecom m en ded and A p proved b y the
Am erican M ed ical A ssociation .
T his ad w ill entitle you to a com plim entary
dem onstration on skin care and m akeup.

By appointment only

[

C O P R .. T H E A M E R IC A N T O B A C C O C O M P A N Y

IS./MFT- lutfky Strike Means Rne Tobacco
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Faculty Supports Proposed Govt.
Constitution as Progressive Step

Official Senior Ring

Prof-iles

Chosen, on Display

D r.

Jones, New Historian, Well
Received at New Post in DeMeritt

by Joan Hamilton
W om en have preponderent
The faculty seems to agree that the thony!
proposed student body juncture or control socially and econom ically. It
consolidation is a good thing. That probably makes -sense politically.”
The majority of the other professors
is,
the
faculty
that
have
any
idea just what the student govern contacted were very vague on the act
ment is, do. It seems that the m ajor ual issues in discussion, and several
ity of the instructors and professors referred to the student governments
have no idea what the existing form they were used to, in which no c o 
o f governm ent is or what the proposed educational campus ever had two
form of joint student governm ent is governments running parallel.
•to be; The last four issues of The
New Hampshire have carried the upto-date news of the proposed constitu
tion and the radical changes it will
make.
.
Dean W oodru ff was very lucid m
her knowledge of -the situation and its
problems.
She said, “ The proof of
The drive to honor the 1950 un
the pudding is in the eating. The suc
defeated football team has com e to an
cess depends on continued interest of
end with completion of -business trans
all students in discussing issues and in
actions with J. W . Brine Athletic O ut
electing the best representatives as
fitters for 51 warm-up jackets.
well as in the plan itself. O nly through
The instigation of the campus wide
the careful selection of officers and the
solicitation began through the efforts
avid interest of the students win the
of Robert H ouley ’52 and with the
plan materialize in its full capacities.
setting up of a committee early in
If it fails we will have lost a lo t.” She
Decem ber to carry -out the raising of
realized its problems are to form in
necessary funds. Gerald Nolan, Bill
such a way as to secure the continued
Reid, Norma Farrar, Lionel Carboninterest and support of the women
neau, John Duarte and D ick D odge
students, since they will probably al
were the students selected to further
ways be a minority in the Senate and
the drive’s efforts.
on most committees.
M any campus organizations, dorm 
Prof. John T. Holden, Head of the
itories, sororities and fraternities con
Governm ent Department, expressed
tributed to the end result and the
this idea: “ W om en were emancipated
U N H Jacket Fund Drive Committee
lon g ago. The governm ent under the
wishes to express their gratitude for
men was not spectacular, so let’s make
the generous contributions received.
use of the rights o f the emancipated
The jackets will be presented with
women. There are fundamental prob
lems but no more than there are in appropriate ceremony. The time will
the national government.
And look be announced soon in The New Hamp
at how well the United States govern shire. %
Gerald Nolan, Drive Chairman, said,
ment has worked out.' W e would have
a better governm ent here in a mixed “ The students of U N H should feel
world rather than in a man’s and a proud of having backed this Fund for
it proves that college football is not
wom an’s world running parallel.”
David F. Long, Associated P rofes all professionalized and that we here
sor of H istory, said, “ Shades of Eliza at U N H stand 100% in support of our
beth Cady Stanton and Susan B. A n  athletes.

Dr. H ow ard V . Jones, instructor in history, is the brilliant
young1 historian new to the U niversity o f N ew H am pshire history
departm ent this year. Dr. Jones came to the U niversity this fall
and is already im pressing students and faculty with his k n ow led ge of
his su bject and interest in teaching it to the students.
B orn in C hicago in 1922, Dr. Jones m oved to D en ver when very
you n g, living there for 10 years. T h e fam ily then m oved to N ew 
ton, Mass., where the professor w ent through N ew ton H igh School,
receivin g m uch background for his later w ork at this excellent pre
paratory school.

Jacket Fund Success;

TeamReceivesAwards

STATE THEATRE
DOVER, N. H.
Thurs.

M ar. 1

MYSTERY SUBMARINE
M a c D o n a ld C a re y

M a rta Toren

also

ARMORED CAR ROBBERY
Robert Sterling

A d e le Jergens

Fri.-Sat.

Thurs.-Sat.

M ar. 1-3

THE INFORCER
H um phrey B ogart

Jeff C o re y

M ar. 2-3
Sun.-W ed.

SO N G OF INDIA
Sabu

G a il Russell

and

HALLS OF MONTAZUMA
Richard W id m a rk

BROKEN ARROW
Jam es Stew art

D e b ra Pregent
A

Sun.-Thurs.

M ar. 4-8

HARVEY
Jam es Stew art

M ar. 4-7

Josephine

Special

Preview

I CLIMBED THE HIGHEST
MOUNTAIN

Hull

by Priscilla Hudson

After graduating, Mr. Jotfes studied
at Harvard, majoring in history.
In
his senior year there, he was drafted
and served in the Transportation Corps
of the Army for the next three years.
Discharged from the Army in 1945, Dr.
Jones returned to Harvard, where he
was graduated with a B.A. degree. He
continued studying at Harvard, getting
his M .A. degree the following-year.
The next entire academic year Mr.
Jones spent in Europe, where he did
research for a doctoral thesis about Sir
Robert Cecil,, a chief minister of Eng
land at the time of Queen Elizabeth. As
a Travelling Fellow o f Harvard, Dr.
Jones was aided in expenses abroad by
the college.
The first six weeks in
Europe the professor travelled from H ol
land to Italy, and through Belgium and
France. While in Italy, he had an audi
ence with Pope Pius the X II, at the
Pope’s summer residence, Castel Gand olfo.> D r. Jones remembers it as “ high
up on a mountain, a castle complete with
Swiss Guards — a beautiful site.”
Travelling through all the historic
An announcement was made today
by Miss Pamela Low e, chairman of cities of Italy, Dr. Jones saw many fa
the Official Ring Committee, that the mous cathedrals, paintings, and mu
new, official, approved senior ring for seums, where he worked on research
the University of New Hampshire had material.
He went to England in the winter of
been completed. This ring is a result
of much research work by Miss Low e, 19495 where the most part o f the thesis
and its design has been approved, not research was done. While in London,
only by A .W .S . and Student Council, Dr. Jones was associated with the In
but also by the administration authorities. stitute of Historical Research, a part
The new ring, which is made in of London University. There he worked
three different sizes, is on display at with the eminent Elizabethan historian,
the tw o authorized points of distribu Professor J. E. Neal, and gave a lec
tion, namely, the University B ook  ture for the English Speaking Union on
store and the W ildcat.
Orders may the. Atlantic Pact. Taking many trips
be placed with either one of these through England, Dr. Jones visited an
sources.
The rings are priced at ancient castle, saw a Shakespearean play
$15.60 for the miniature, $20.85 for the at Stratford-on-Avon, and went to O x
medium size, and $23.05 for the heavy ford and Cambridge.
ring. These prices are for the rings
In the spring of 1950, the historian
in 10K gold, and are subject to the returned to America and received his
Ph.D. degree at Harvard in June. The
20% federal tax.
It should be pointed out that the thesis, which he plans someday to have
sale of these rings is restricted to published, is entitled “ The Life of Sir
authorized seniors of the University. Robert Cecil.”
Juniors may order during the second
Dr. Jones now lives at 28 Bagdad
semester, but the rings cannot be ship Road in Durham.
Although teaching
ped until the juniors have passed their leaves him little time for hobbies, he is
junior exams, and are authorized sen very interested in classical music and
iors. In case a junior orders a ring, never misses a U.N.H. concert. As a
and does rfot l/ecom e a senior, his de newcomer on campus, he is impressed
posit will be refunded and his order by the amiability of both faculty and
cancelled.
It is mentioned by the students, stating, ‘This college has one
manufactorer that a $3.00 deposit is of the friendliest atmospheres I have
required on each ring ordered, and ever known.”
delivery o f the rings will be made
A member o f Phi Beta Kappa and the
about eight weeks after the orders are American Historical Association, Dr.
placed.
Jones has done much historical research
O f rather unusual interest is the fact and is a firm believer in emphasizing the
that this new design is protected by practical use history has to everyone
design patent, which is controlled nowadays. He teachers four freshman
by the University and the Student and sophomore sections o f ‘Introduction
Government.
to Contemporary Civilization.”

UPTOWN
THEATRE

F R A N K L IN
Durham, N. H»
M ar. 2

Fri.

DOVER, N. H.
Fri.-Sat.

CITY LIGHTS

Bruce

Sat.

Laura

(in color)
Rand olp h Scott
B a rb a ra

Sun.-Mon.
Britton

CAUSE FOR ALARM
B a rry Sullivan
M ar. 7-8

GRAND CANYO N
Richard A rle n

M a r y Beth H u gh e s

color)

M a riu s G o e rin g
A nton W a lb r o o k
Matinee, S u n d ay O n ly at 3:15
Evenings, Su n d a y and M o n d a y —
O n e Show O n ly at 7 P.M.
Tues.

M ar.

CAPTIVE GIRL
Johnnie W eissm uller Buster C ra b b e

D o n a ld Price

Vale rie H o bson
M ar. 7

PREHISTORIC W O M A N
A lla n N ix o n

Laurette Luez

N o r t h e a s t e r n U n iv e r s it y
SCHOOL o f L A W
Admits Men and Women
Day, Evening and Graduate Programs

R egistration — Sept. 4 - 1 0 9 1 9 5 1
999 Elm St.,

Mike and Dial presented its first
road show on Feb. 24 at the M asonic
Temple in Dover. T h e regular staff
of the club participated with guest
perform ers Norm a Farrar and the
A T O Harmonaires.
The club elected as officers for the
current year. Th ey are H arry Van
Siclen,
program
director;
Nelson
Guilds, production manager; George
Lyon, publicity director; Nancy Cole,
secretary; R o b e r t Upton, treasurer;
Brad Coburn, chief announcer; D eb
orah Atherton, script director;
Bill
Donahue, dramatics director;
Ray
Matherson, music director; and Chuck
Eluto, sound effects.

I Meader’s |
| Flower Shop |
1

BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS

Telephone KEnmore 6-5800

Flowers for all occasions

j

Corsages a specialty

Early application is necessary
47 M T. VERNON STREET

Manchester

6

KIND HEARTS AND
CORONETS
W ed.

also

Mike and Dial

M ar. 4-5

RED SHOES (in

M ar. 4-6

Wed.-Thurs.

CLUB NEW S

June H avo c__________ C e sa r Rom ero

also

Loretta Y o u n g

M ar. 3

O NCE A THIEF

Lee

ALBUQUERQUE

Sun.-Tues.

Marge Battles and Art Creighton
Bob Jervis, A T O , has been walk
ing lately.
Couldn’ t be because of
your three flat tires, could it? . . .
Alpha X i’s clothes line has an exten
sion to Kappa Sig. P. S. Joyce, did
you get your red p. j.’s back? . . . As
yet “ Slat” Nichols, SAE, has not re
turned from Carnival W eekend. For
“ Slats” the “ Lost W eek en d” has be
com e a month! . . .
Question of the year — W h o is run
ning H etzel Hall?
Acacia?, Theta
Kap?, or Ma Dame? . . Jim M cFadden, Theta Chi, announces the Beak
of the W eek to be Fearless Fosdick
Rougeau, Theta Chi. . . Chi O officers
— Pres. Esther M cK eage, V ice-Pres.
Prue Fitzgibbons, Treas. Joan Dane,
Sec. Nancy Graham.
Alpha Chi thanks SA E for the im
promptu party Sat. nite. Ed. note —
Sunday nite a certain Alpha Chi was
still in a daze. . . Phi Mu Delta wants
to thank everyone for supporting the
Bill Smith benefit dance. . . Jo M eserve, Phi Mu, is happy this week —
Aunt you, Jo? . . . Ed Drew, Kappa
Sig’s “ Sleeping Beauty” is thinking of
buying a new (? ) car — we hope this
one doesn’t stump him. . .
Clancy and Giles, SAE, are still
holding forth at U of Miami. . . W hat
were the A T O Harmonies doing over
at the D over M asonic Tem ple? . . .
Don Snodgrass and Gene Rice, Phi
D U, are planning several trips to
H anover’s M ary H itchcock Hospital
this semester. Illness or loneliness?
T K E officers — W es W oodw ard,
pres.; Gus Colpitts, veep.; Elwin Falkenham, sec.; Fred Hilton, tras. . .
SAE — President, Ed Fraser; V icePres.,
Bob T r o y ; Treas. Charles
Daunt, Sec., James D eRocher, George
Lyon. . . . Phi Mu officers — Pres.
Gina Bailey, V ice Jo Meserve, Sec.
Polly Hebert, Treas. Barb Hunt. . .
W h o ’s birthday is the same as Lefty
Cree’s, Sigma Beta? W h at’s he going
to do about it?
Initiates — Theta U — M arg Ager,
P eggy Coom bs, Carol Jo Lyman, Jean
Saunders, Anna Yakavakis,
Millie
Pratt, Barb Dillon, Anne H aug; Kap
pa Delta — Pat M owles, Glenna Gurney> Sally Carey, Marion Perkins.
Pinnings — Verne Ray, Phi Mu
Delta, to Ann Boyle, H ousac Falls,
N ew Y ork.
Engagement — Larry Guay, Phi
D U, to Claire McGrath, Concord.
Pledges — AGR — Bruce Barnby,
Bob Bolton, L loyd Carey, Ken G ag
non, Brad Higgins, Bill Hustin, John
H ow e, D ick Jennings, A1 Laber, Jim
Lee, Everett Parhida, Ray Pettingill,
Bob Porter, Bob Rom anko, Joe Seymujko, Pason Todd, Bob W illiams.
Flash — Married;
Gina Melane,
Theta U and R oy Stewart, Lambda
Chi.

C h arle s C h ap lin

M ar. 2-3

TIMBER FURY
D a vid

Greek Ulorld

H

Phone 158

H 10 Third St.

Dover, N. H . =
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Varsity S ix Elects

D o rm

Healey, Simpson as
Co-Captains for ’5 2
University of New H am shire’s h oc
key team today announced co-captains
for 1952. George Healey, of Concord,
and John Simpson, of New Haven,
Conn., will lead the W ildcat icemen
next season.
The election V as held at the annual
h ockey banquet.
The new co-captains succeed captain
W ally Fournier, of Berlin, who led
the 1951 sextet to five victories in nine
starts.

- CHEATING
(continued from page 1)
holding exams after they have been pre
pared.
Cheating Easily Exposed
However, it was reported that students
in chemistry lab courses have been utiliz
ing old experiments extensively. Infor
mants stated that experiments conducted
as long as 10-years-ago were still being
copied and submitted today as original
work. They have reduced the amount of
course work involved by nearly threefourths. The practice is widespread, and
one student stated that a pre-requisite to
the course is having accessibility to a
complete exam file.
Using the various forms of cheating,
however, is no bed o f roses. Dean of
Men William Medesy told The N ew
Hampshire this week that of the stu
dents caught cheating during first se
mester finals, two were nabbed after hav
ing copied short essay answers word-forword during an exam in New Hampshire
Plall and one ‘poor” student was caught
when he copied from a good student, even
to the point of mis-spelling words used
by the “ better” student. A third stu
dent was seen by a proctor with a worth
less “crib” sheet in his hand during an
exam, and evidently conscience-stricken,
reported himself to the instructor for
cheating.

Doaegs

Barb Dillon and Earle Gilbert
All alone in this room I sit,
Gazing at the forms in Passion Pit,
H opin g perchance to discover,
Some fella looking for a lover.
It’s a good thing Bill Pauling,
Englehardt, has a new car to make
those weekly (or is it bi-weekly) trips
to see that nurse at Mass. General.
W e wonder if the girls from Scott got
their ride to Boston Saturday. H m m ?
squeaky of Hunter had his Navy sunk
several times this week. . . Sorry to
hear that Jean Ritchie of Scott is the
latest chicken-pox case.
This w eek’s congratulations again go
to Schofield’s Freda Opdahl for win
ning individual w om en’s honors at
M iddlebury’s W inter
Carnival. . . .
Som eone should tell Richard Sparks,
Hetzel, the right direction to the right
place.
Sleep walking again, Huh? ?
Judy Haven, form erly of Smith, was
given a surprise shower in the Com 
muter’s R oom in honor of her ap
proaching marriage. . .
If the flu
comes to visit any more of the Col
lege Road boys they’ll have as many
men sick as well. . . Janet Paquette,
North Congreve, just loves showers—
in fact, she can’ t pry herself away
from them.
Question of the week: W h o were
the quartet from Englehardt who woke
up W entw orth Acres one evening? ? ?
Charley W itham, Gibbs, was invited
to a tea, with lialph Laramie as pourer. W hat was the occasion, Charlie?
Dick Sears, Commons, was seen at
the Savoy in Boston with the rest of
the Commons crew.
H ow was the
food boys? ?
D on Jenkins,. Fair
child, must be trying for the Signal
Corps — sending M orse Code on the
steam pipes. . . Is Scott’s Pat B erry’s
turtle likely to becom e turtle soup at
the end of the month when she’s
broke?
Are you healthy? ? ? If you want
a check up take the health test from
Ed Silver, Fairchild. . . W on der why
the two Scott girls were so anxious
to get transportation to Bow doin that
they offered A T O boys an all-expense
trip Saturday. . Could Shirley D odge,

League of Women Voters To
Preview Town Meeting Soon
Durham citizens will have an op 
portunity to preview the 1951 town
meeting M onday evening, March 5 at
8 p.m. in Murkland Auditorium.
The Durham. League of W om en
Voters, which is sponsoring the event,
has arranged for a discussion of the
articles of the town warrant which
will be acted upon at the regular town
meeting on March 13. T ow n officials
and candidates for office have been
requested to participate in the discus
sion and to explain the warrant.
The League invites all Durham v ot
ers to attend this meeting.
Scott, explain the interests? ? ? Art
Chandler, Hetzel, found out that it’ s
difficult to shave with with an electric
razor — especially with no blades. . .
Som ething new in inter-dorm com 
munication is a cow bell hung from
the third floor to the first by a string.
A sk Nancy Paulson and Arlayne
Brown of Schofield about this modern
inconvenience. . .
D ick Reed, Gibbs, (otherwise known
as “ P fa g in ” ) has taken « p basket
weaving — what else is left except
the infantry! W h o else from South
Congreve besides Cynthia Martin and
Joan Clark, members of Commons CoRec basketball team would like to
join the Commons boys to form a CoRec softball team? ? Smith’s M ar
tha Nystedt burned the potatoes again.
W ere you knitting this time, too, M ar
ty? Ken Tufts, Hunter, had a chance
to hear the ukelele players at three
in the morning. . . East-West has lost
Skip Scott to the Air Corps but have
gained Gardner Benson, Bronze Star
Korean W ar Veteran. . . Brad Bene
dict, Commons, alias Mr. H ood House,
now has tonsilitis o f the toe nails.

Christian Fellowship Shows
Color Film of Marine Life

University Soprano
To Present Recital
Miss Elaine Majchrzak, Soprano, will
present a faculty recital on Wednesday,
March 7 at 8:00 p.m. in New Hampshire
Plall.
Miss Majchrzak is a graduate of the
Eastman School of Music of the Uni
versity of Rochester, Rochester, New
York. Moreover she has an extensive
professional background having appeared
with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra,
Rochester Civic Orchestra, the EastmanRochester Symphony and many radio
performances.
Since she has been at the University,
Miss Majchrzak’s Woman’s Glee Club
has appeared coast-to-coast on the Mut
ual Broadcasting System in the presenta
tion of their Christmas program.
Miss Majchrzak will be accompanied
by Florence Beamer Bratton. Mrs. Brat
ton is a recognized musician in her own
right having graduated with a degree in
piano from the University of Kansas.
Mrs. Bratton is well known for both
her
professional
accompanying
and
coaching.
There will be no admission charge to
the performance and the public is cord
ially invited, and all students taking
formal and applied music classes are re
quired to attend.

“ V oice of the D eep ” , a M oody Insti
tute of Science film, will be presented
in Murkland Auditorium on Thursday
evening, March 1, at 7 p.m. and again
at 7:45 p.m. by the N ew Hampshire
Christian Fellowship.
Contrary to the age-old belief that
there is no sound under the sea, this
picture reveals that fish have a defi
nite language of their own. Parading
in exotic array before the camera,
hydrophone porpoises, snaping shrimp,
crookers garibaldi, and other marine
animals whistle, screech, scream, and
even cluck like barnyard chickens, to
bring to the screen a w onder-w orld of
sound and color.
Everyone is invited to see this natur
al color sound film and there is no
admission charge.

FINE FURNITURE
FOR OVER 50 YEARS
Serving Dover and Durham

E. MORRILL
Furniture Co.
421 Central Ave.
Tel. 70

“ Don’t Pass The Buck — Give I t!”

C O L L E G E DINER

PEGGY'S YARN SHOP
Every

Type

of

Knitting

O p en under new ownership
Featuring

- JOINT GOVERNMENT

Argyle Kits and Sweater Yarn

(continued from page 1)
thereof, comprises the total number of
seats, which will vary from 70 to 77.
This estimate is based on present enroll
ment figures.
The constitution in its entirety may be
obtained by students at the offices of the 1
Student Council in Notch Hall.

Make

Margaret LaBonte, Owner
Coffee still 5 cents

Morrill Bldg.
A bo ve

The

Central Ave.
Dover

New s

the tobacco grow ers

M I L D N E S S TEST YOURSELF...
YE S ..»

Compare Chesterfield with the brand you’ ve

been smoking * . . Open a pack . . . enjoy that milder
Chesterfield aroma.
A n d —tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder. So
smoke Chesterfields—prove they do smoke milder, and they
leave N O U N PL EA S A N T A F T E R -TA S T E .

ESTERFI ELD
Copyright 1951, L

ig g e t t

& M y er s T o b a c c o

Co.

M aterial

L E A D I N G SELLER
IN AMERICA'S
COLLEGES

Shop

